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CHAIRWORDS

It seems that we take two steps forward and two back at times with respect to
new faces  on Sundays but  we are  still  here  and hope springs eternal.  One
avenue of hope is the possibility of signing up a minister this year:  Michael
and I will be putting out feelers in this respect.

As you will  no doubt  be aware,  the major  building work envisaged for the
church has been shelved indefinitely and a more modest programme adopted.
Work should soon begin on a small extension behind Adrian to enable us to
store church effects securely and separately from that of visiting groups.  Also
a problem is caused by the fact that it is very undesirable to disturb groups
during their  sessions but  sometimes it  has  been inevitable.   To  avoid such
problems we are having an entrance lobby within the side passage between us
and the hospital offices which will enable access from the front car park into
the vestry / Chamberlain Trust Office. 
 
Although Marie has not been able to join us of late (and is sorely missed along
with her upbeat lovely Chairman’s pieces) she would appreciate a phone call
every so often to help her keep in touch.

The garden is looking nice at the moment so try and linger there a while and
enjoy it – that way it is worth the effort.

We had a conman in the other Sunday with a sob story.  Fortunately, he seemed
to have an allergy to closed circuit TV pictures of himself and made a swift exit.
These  instances  are  a  reminder  to  all  of  us  to  be vigilant  at  all  times  and
particularly after the service when we can be seen as a soft target.
Best Wishes, Barry.   

So many gods, so many creeds,
So many paths, which wind and wind,

When just the art of being kind,
Is all this sad world needs.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox



LOOK WELL TO THIS DAY

Look well to this day
For it is life - the very best of life

In it's brief course lies all
the realities and truths of existence

the joy of growth
the splendour of action

the glory of power.

For yesterday is but a memory
and tomorrow is only a vision
but today if well lived, makes

every yesterday a memory of happiness
and every tomorrow a vision of hope

look well therefore to this day.

Ancient Sanskrit Poem, submitted by Bernard McHugh.     

 

WHITSUNDAY – “White Sunday,” also known as Pentecost – falls on the
seventh  Sunday  after  Easter  (May  10  –  June  14).  The  traditional  Christian
festival marking the descent of  the Holy Spirit (as in, “Spirit of Life, come unto
me …”), Whitsunday also loosely coincides with the Shavuot, the Jewish festival
that  commemorates  Moses’  receipt  of  the  tablets  containing  the  Ten
Commandments and honours the devotion of Ruth. The most common day for
adult baptism in Northern Europe – the name comes from the white robes that
were  worn  –  the  Icelandic  Unitarians  favoured  this  Sunday  for  the
confirmation of young people as members of the church when they came of
age. (In the past, Icelanders believed it a bad omen to sleep during the daylight
hours on this day.) 

Rev.  Stefan  M.  Jonasson,  A  CANADIAN  UNITARIAN  ALMANAC  AND  LITURGICAL
CALENDAR, November 2002



Yorkshire Unitarian Union 

Saturday 21st June 2014

Meeting at Flowergate 
Unitarian Chapel Whitby

Programme for the Day

11.00am Gather for Lay worship leaders’ session
11.30      Stephen Carlile will  lead a discussion on including children  

in worship
12.30      Lunch – please bring your own sandwiches
13.30      Opening Devotions - Marion Baker, President of the General  

Assembly.
14.00      Marion Baker – thoughts from the GA President
14.30      short break
14.45      YUU quarterly meeting
16.00      Tea and refreshments, time to talk with old and new friends
16.30-17.00 departures…hopefully for a sunny walk around Whitby…..

All are welcome to join us at this well loved 
old chapel by the sea.



Marion Baker –General Assembly President for 2014
The General Assembly’s Vice–President for
2014 is Marion Baker who lives in
Sheffield and is the wife of a Unitarian
minister. 
Until her retirement Marion was a career
civil servant with the Department of Work
and Pensions, latterly as a project manager
working with US partners on ‘Welfare To
Work’ initiatives. These involved extensive
travel around the UK and trips to Los
Angeles, Oregon and Milwaukee giving
presentations at US ‘Welfare to Work’
practitioner conferences. 
Always a strong advocate of life–long
learning Marion combined full time work
with part time study with the Open
University attaining a BA honours degree
in combined Humanities and Social
Sciences subjects and an MBA. 
Marion, who became a Unitarian in her teens, is a member of the congregation
at Upper Chapel, Sheffield and has been the President of its Women’s League.
She has a distinguished history of service to the Unitarian Movement: she was
the national president of the Women’s League in 2008–9. She was for some
years a member of the British Unitarian Choir, touring with them in the 1990s
in Canada, Germany and the United States. 
She  has  been  especially  dedicated  to  the  Unitarian  residential  centre,  now
named  the  Nightingale  Centre,  at  Great  Hucklow  in  Derbyshire.  Her  long
association with it has seen her as the secretary of its management committee
and, since 2007, its chairperson. She is especially proud of the fact that the
centre  is  run  on  eco–friendly  standards  and  last  year  achieved  the  Peak
District  Environment  Quality  Mark.  It  also  achieved a 5 star  rating in Food
Hygiene. 
Marion’s  husband,  Ernest,  was  minister  at  Underbank  Unitarian  Chapel,
Stannington,  Sheffield,  from  1981  until  his  retirement  in  2006.  Ernest  of
course  comes  from  Yorkshire  and  was  minister  for  the  Pudsey,  Wakefield,
Lydgate Group living at the Lydgate Parsonage until they moved to Sheffield.



The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius

If you were of a sudden asked
'What hides within your mind?'
Could you, with perfect truth, reply
My thoughts are kind?
The souls of all take on the dye
And hues of daily thought,
So ever contemplate the good
The wise have taught.
Seek not for quiet in the hills
Or solitary place,
Tumult or peace within the heart
You there can trace.
Return within, the fount of good
Lies hidden in the soul
That inner centre where the truth
Abides in full.
Dig deep wherein there lies the well
Of all the good we know,
For ever dig, and that same spring
Shall ever flow.
Beneath the surface you must look,
See through the false veneer,
Intrinsic quality respect,
True worth revere.
With deity to shape your thought
And fill with love your mind,
Let this alone be your delight
To serve mankind.

John Andrew Storey, 
Paraphrased in verse from The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius. Devotional
Life, No.44, supplement to Faith and Freedom, No.98,
 Spring 1980. Also in The Unitarian, No.924, December 1980.



A REPLY TO CHESTER

Now then Mushdy, there's a chance you're not representing me right. I would
never  suggest  you  are  not  the  author  of  your  piece  in  this  esteemed
publication, but rather that you are saying "Recite!" to He Who Must Obey, who
obeys by holding a pen for you and doing the writing according to your high-
level thoughts. I have dropped a few pens on the floor in my time but I have
never seen you pick any up by your paw. Dogs also make ridiculous typists.
The only dog I have seen capable of doing human-like things is Brian in Family
Guy and I have deep suspicions about his genetic origins.

By the way, you must have your eyes shut when you catch biscuits, because
when I have them I don't share them with your or anyone. I have evidence for
your lack of eye contact. For all your casting aspersions about my mental state,
I know that the Work Capability Assessment of the government's Department
of Work and Pensions regards a good stare into the eyes of the assessor as
evidence of not having a mental deficiency, whereas when I place one finger on
a nervous spot of your tummy your eyes are all  over the place and a tooth
comes outside your mouth.  In  fact,  the simple application of  my finger can
paralyse you as you lie on your back. According to the DWP, this renders you
incapable of work and,  presumably, you lie down all  day, occasionally walk,
take plenty of rides in that funny-looking car that HWMO drives, and otherwise
you sleep excessively.

I also notice that you pay not one blind bit of attention to my choices of music
and you show no appreciation of rhythm. This is unlike HWMO, who ends end
whistling at everything and that sound must be noticed by a dog. I wonder
whether you have the same attraction to dog-whistle politics as HWMO?

Now, Mushdy, I am aware this is a church magazine, so what I want to know is
are these minimal improvements to the church with extra doors and storage
going to include a kennel with access from outside? Is it also true that blonde
dogs have more fun?
Adrian Worsfold



CHESTER'S PIECE

Hi Fans ,

Did you know that grapes, currants and chocolate are all
poisonous to those of a canine disposition?  Well they are, and you can add
strawberries to the list as well.  Punnets full of fruit, fresh as a daisy (diverted
from M&S) are being sold by Barry on Friday mornings for £1 a pop to raise
money  for  Keyingham  Village  Show  of  which  HWMBO  is  treasurer.
Unfortunately, I can’t touch ‘em.  Tragic really!

The church garden is full of smells these days – sadly, you humans pick up only
a fraction of the scents which come my way. A bit of inside info now.....a certain
person has just recorded a CD which he hopes to release in the near future.
(Singing, drumming, whistling)  To be honest he’s been driving me and Sue up
the lamp post of late with it all.

A  bit  of  must  see  tear-jerking TV can be found on Channel  4.   ‘Supervet’  .
There’s vet who care’s more about his patients than his bank balance and he
performs fantastic ground-breaking operations!  There will  be a talking dog
one of these days – mark my words.

Which brings me to the latest letter from Adrian to adorn these columns.  Just
because  I  humour  you,  Adrian,  by  allowing  my  tummy  to  be  scratched  by
someone that you have reminded me does not freely share their biscuits, does
not  mean  I  do  not  know  which  side  of  my  bed  is  comfy!  (remember  the
surprising mice in Hitchhiker’s Guide? – I rest my case). The rest of your piece
is water off a lab’s back, as it were so I will not bother responding to your sad
lament.  And don’t take Family Guy too seriously either, it’s not real you know!!
That’s all for now folks. 
 Keep em coming............Chester



FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK: On Yer' Bike !
 

Whenever we have one of those guided meditations during a service, my heart
sinks. Like a little schoolboy, I metaphorically stamp my foot and close my ears
to the droning instructions. I know that concentrating on the floor will only
make me dizzy and I will finish up wondering if England are still batting. Yet I
enjoy the quiet, less formal, period of silence we often have during our service. 

On the other hand, I sometimes feel that the soft whirring of the tyres and the
clicking of the gears and wheels can make for an almost spiritual experience
when  slowly  free-wheeling  along  some  quiet,  wind  blown  road  out  in  the
Wolds. Sadly, this peace is sometimes disturbed by my gasps for breath as the
gradient worsens, although these days I am quite likely to simply get off and
walk. Over the years I've got quite used to being passed by some Lycra clad
pensioner,  speedily disappearing into the distance on some classy frame or
other. At least now I’m a pensioner too, I don't feel quite so bad about it. But
alone and quiet in the beautiful countryside, I find it easy to believe that there
might be religious meaning and value in nature.

 Some people identify creativity and creative interchange as what they mean
by God and I can see why this might be so. There is excitement and satisfaction
in  being  an  integral  part  of  an  incredibly  vast,  beautiful  and  mysterious
cosmos.  Because  human  beings  simply  do  not  know  everything  about
everything,  my imagination allows me think that  there might  be a  force  of
“serendipitous creativity” or life force beyond the worlds we can know of, but
also that such a potential creative life force exists within each of us, (call it God
if you will), but is often buried by our daily cares or the more negative sides of
our personality.

Browsing  the  web  recently,  I  came  across  the  Zycling  site
(http://www.zycling.org.uk/).   Really,  I  was  trying  to  find  sites  promoting
“gentlemanly”  or  rather  slow  cycling,  some  self  justification  of  my  rather
reduced cycling   abilities. Tony Golding developed this site because  “he has an
optimistic  view  of  the  human  potential  for  good”.  He's  fascinated  by  the
Dharma life and “it’s possibilities of discovering a greatness of heart within
ourselves and every being.  It’s an invitation to inwardly drop our opinions,
views, ideas of ourselves, thoughts, our whole sense of time, and come to rest
in a non-fixed position”. For Unitarians this might sound familiar and Tony goes

http://www.zycling.org.uk/


on to  list the Eight precepts of Zycling In some ways these seemed curiously
appropriate for our Unitarian journey too. So:

1) No sense of urgency
“You should try  to  avoid  the  tendency to  constantly  check  the  time  or  the
distance to your destination. Your destination is really often a place that you
didn’t anticipate when you started. For those who often needs to be in control,
this might feel  really good.” Make time for your spiritual  journey: it's not a
fixed itinerary.

2) Leave at home, cell phones, lap tops and music players
“What we are trying to create is a sense of being in the now. This requires as
little outside stimulation as is possible.” Sometimes we need to make space for
our  thinking  and  become  more  aware  of  our  physical  systems.  “One  then
notices one’s habitual tendencies and those familiar distractions.”

3) Staying silent during the day
Tony confesses that when not cycling, he finds himself “being over-sociable,
and generating too much interest and excitement.  But on the bike the need to
chat falls away” and I can certainly identify my own need to shut up and listen
to people and the world. Perhaps we all  benefit from finding our own quiet
space.

4) Responding and befriending your surroundings
“This  is  the  contrast  to  precept  3.  The  idea  is  not  to  keep  silent  with  a
vengeance, but to retain a degree of conviviality.  If  you hear a song in your
head, feel free to sing out loud, (as you won’t always be cycling in a group,
nobody will mind). Another tip is when struggling up the hill and you notice a
bench positioned in a particular strategic spot stop and sit, take in the view”,
(yes,  I  like  that  one!).  “Sometimes  it's  good  to  let  go  of  the  group”  and
experience the feeling of being completely alone immersed in the beauty of the
natural world.

5) Recognising and handling fear
“As soon as we are away from our comfort zone, we experience a form of fear
which often drives us back to a position of the familiar. Finding out that you’ve
taken  a  wrong  turning,  don’t  fret  but  instead  explore  the  unexpected  and
eventually the map will take care of things. If not, a passer-by comes to the



rescue and you can experience that lovely feeling of being looked after. Now we
are entering the area of serendipity, where fear starts to drop away and you
experience  the  reality  where  the  self  isn’t  always  in  control.  Another  fear
producing experience is listening to others, with comments like, “Can we do
this?”. Or “They won’t allow that”. This is often a projection of someone’s own
fear. That is the learning experience.”Allow for some adventure in life.

6) Handling competition
“This is a strange one as we are so brainwashed into achieving. How many
miles have you done today? How long did it take to get up the mountain and
did you walk? “I must have the state-of-the-art machine and equipment.” If you
pass by an interesting feature and your inner guide says stop and have a look,
it’s so important to acknowledge and respond to that voice.” We know that we
will never get to the end of our journey and other religious groups will claim to
have all  the  answers,  so  stop and take  a  look,  but  the journey will  always
beckon.

7) Being assertive.
“This is important when cycling on ordinary roads, but on some rural routes
you are able to forget the busy world and manic cars. Every four or five days,
leave the bike alone, and, if you can, stay with the locals. That makes it easier,
as  you  can  then  enter  their  world.”  So  have  confidence,  but  don't  become
obsessive. Everyone needs some balance in their life: be prepared to give it a
break and do other things.

8) Having an adventure by yourself.
“So,  finally  we arrive  at  another biggy-  going away by  yourself.  Not  having
someone to share that wonderful market, or spectacular view. But don’t worry
– there will be moments when you meet up with others to share the adventure,
and you won’t fall into the trap of using your companion as a protection. But
you will have to interact with strangers if need be, out of delightful interest.”
Our meeting up happens through communal worship, where we can share our
Unitarian adventure together.

Tony  concludes  that  “the  important  thing  is  to  have  your  own  unique
moments. And finally, one of my more eccentric. habits is to stop and pick up
stuff on the trail.” Well I keep on picking up Unitarian bits and pieces, if only I
could better put it all into practice in my life! Keith Brown 



THE REVERENT BALANCE
Unitarians, like Quakers, have always been in the habit of questioning beliefs
and cherishing doubts.  I would guess that many of us came to Unitarianism
exactly by that path - by starting to question some of the beliefs that we grew
up with. In my case, I realised that I could not accept the divinity of Jesus as the
unique Son of God, and also struggled with the idea that his death on the cross
somehow put me back into right relationship with God. When my father gave
me Alfred Hall's Beliefs  of  a Unitarian to read,  it  was such a relief  to learn
about  a  denomination  that  "holds  faith  and  doubt  in  reverent  balance",  to
quote Jan Carlsson-Bull. What does holding faith and doubt in reverent balance
mean? I believe that it is a very delicate balancing act, which certainly needs to
be undertaken with reverence. It means actively searching for and working out
what gives your life meaning, putting your whole heart and mind and soul into
it, and yet at the same time totally respecting the right of every other member
of your Unitarian community to disagree with you. It can be a very tough call
sometimes.

Because  it  is  only  human  nature  to  feel  passionately  about  religious  and
spiritual  matters,  about  things  that  touch  us  deeply.  And  when  we  feel
passionately about something, it can be difficult to remember that our fellow
Unitarians are absolutely free to disagree with us.  And that it  is our job as
Unitarians,  as  folk  who  are  aiming  to  "live  Unitarianly",  to  use  Michael
Dadson's wonderful phrase, to not only tolerate their different views but also
to wholeheartedly accept and cherish them. And to not feel aggrieved because
Reverend  X  or  Mrs.  Y  has  written  something  on  Facebook  with  which  we
disagree. 

Holding faith and doubt in reverent balance also means being open to new
ideas, from wherever they come. Unitarianism at its best is a wonderfully open
way of approaching life and religion, based on an appeal to reason, conscience
and your own life experience. And it is an ongoing process -  you don't just
experience a one-off conversion, and then rest on those fixed beliefs for the
rest of  your life;  every Unitarian has a duty to approach all  new ideas and
concepts reverently and critically, and take from them what speaks to our own
reason and conscience, and what makes sense in the context of our own life
experience, in order to live out our lives in the best and truest way we can.
From "Still Am One" by Rev. Sue Woolley, District Minister of the Midland
Unitarian Association. http://sue-still-i-am-one.blogspot.co.uk/



Whitsuntide
 - The real birthday of the Christian Church

Whitsuntide has often been described as  the real  birthday of  the Christian
Church,  for it  was on that first  Whit Sunday,  the Day of Pentecost,  that the
disciples found the courage to leave their place of hiding and proclaim their
message to the world. We all know now just what this decision meant in terms
of the suffering that came to them in consequence. Yet their faith never wa-
vered, and they believed themselves to be inspired by the Holy Spirit - a Spirit
they had first felt on the day of Pentecost. In orthodox theology the Holy Spirit
is  the Third Person of  the Trinity,  but unlike the Father or the Son is  very
difficult to define. Even orthodox Christians tend to speak of the Spirit as an 'It'
rather than a 'He'.  A former Dean of St.  Paul's,  W. R.  Matthews,  was honest
enough to write: "The New Testament evidence for a personal conception of
the Holy Spirit is mixed, and I cannot resist the conclusion that, in many cases,
the Holy Spirit is thought of as a power, influence or presence of God."

Significantly, many modern Christians find it less difficult to believe in the Holy
Spirit than in the Father or the Son. Even in orthodox circles there is a growing
tendency to think of God as a creative spirit - the 'Ground of our Being' - than a
personal  deity.  Many  who  can  no  longer  take  literally  the  idea  of  the
Fatherhood of God, or the deity of Jesus, still give credence to the notion that
there is a divine energy at work in the world.  Even George Bernard Shaw, who
often described himself as an atheist,  believed in the Holy Spirit,  though he
preferred to call it the 'Life- Force7. Someone - I forget who - once said that
he/she regarded the Holy Spirit as the sole survivor of the Christian Trinity.

That was perhaps an odd way of putting it, but many modern thinkers believe
that the concept of Holy Spirit, or Life Force, will still be tenable long after all
other ideas of God have been abandoned. If this proves to be the case, then
Whitsun will not only be with us for a long time to come but may even grow in
importance.

John Andrew Storey, The Inquirer, N0.7366,27 May 1995.

The views expressed in Hull Unitarian magazine are solely those of the contributors
 and do not necessarily represent the views of Hull Unitarian Church.



CALENDAR OF EVENTS

We hold a regular Friday Coffee Morning, held in the Church between 10.30
and 12.00 noon. Often this is in support of local charities, (see the Reaching
Out item), and everyone is welcome to come along for a coffee and chat. 

We meet for worship on Sundays at 11.00 am. at our Park Street church:-

JUNE 2014

Sunday 1st Circle Service with Keith Brown, 11.00am. Followed by  
Congregational Meeting

Sunday 8th Service with  Rosemary Frances-Lloyd, 11.00am. 

Sunday 15th Service with David Arthur, 11.00am. 

Sunday 22nd Service with Stephen Carlile, 11.00am. 

Sunday 29th  Service with Brinley Price, 11.00am. 

JULY 2014

Sunday 6th Circle Service with Keith Brown, 11.00am.

Sunday 13th Service with Rosemary Arthur, 11.00am. 

Sunday 20th Service with Bernard McHugh, 11.00am. 

Sunday 27th Service To be confirmed, 11.00am. 

Sunday 3rd August Circle Service, 11.00am. Followed by  
Congregational Meeting

Join us for worship. We sing, we reflect, we pray and meditate together. We often
listen to an address prepared by the worship leader.  We draw from sources of
insight both traditional and modern.  You will be very welcome.




	Marion Baker –General Assembly President for 2014

